YOU CRAFT
THE BEER.

WE’LL CRAFT THE BREWERY.
DEUTSCHE BEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY
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WE CRAFT BREWERIES.
EXPERIENCE THE DEUTSCHE ADVANTAGE
+ Design and build a brewery as unique as your beer
with fully customizable and scalable solutions
+ Access the most innovative technology for
unmatched quality and consistency
+ Get the ongoing service and support you need
from first plans through pouring your pints
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YOUR BREWERY, MADE BETTER BY DESIGN.
Quality
A brewery’s reputation begins and ends with the quality of their beer. Through extensive testing,
product knowledge, and process improvement, our collaborative design engineering team will
make sure the quality of the brewery equipment allows you to produce quality beer—the first
time and every time.

Who We Are

Deutsche Beverage Technology
is a custom-design brewery
equipment manufacturer and
supplier based in Charlotte, NC.
More than 1000 customers
around the world rely on our
leading customer service and
industry-leading equipment
customizable to your exact
wants and needs.

ASME CERTIFIED

Customization
We believe one size fits all really means one size fits no one. That’s why we work with you to
tailor our equipment and systems to optimize your process performance. Our custom
equipment is backed by technical experts who understand every facet of the manufacturing
process, so our customers can focus on what they do best: exceeding the wants of their
customers thirsting for more.

Technology
What We Do

We give brewers the design
expertise, equipment, and
support they need to design and
build the exact brewery they
need. Our turnkey brewhouse
systems combine technology
with our experience in
construction, engineering, and
programming to ensure you total
control over the brewing process
and keep your production
running smoothly.

The breweries of the future will have to do more with less. That requires a broad range of
technological innovations. It means technology to automate processes, reduce labor, and
enhance productivity. Our specialists can work into your existing infrastructure, or build a new
turnkey product that will improve every aspect of your facility. All with minimal downtime and
optimize productivity.

Process
We begin with the end in mind: Your vision for your brewery. It all starts with feasibility studies
of your existing facilities or site plan. From there, we develop a scope of the project, deciding
whether we can manipulate the existing equipment or need to integrate new equipment in to
build a cohesive product that will meet your needs now and going forward. In addition, our
equipment is easy to expand so it can grow with you.

Vendor Partners
Where We Work

and others.

All over North America and
across the globe.
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THE DEUTSCHE DIFFERENCE

We invite you to experience the Deutsche
difference. We all know that equipment
doesn't make the beer---that's where you
come in. But the ability to shape your
process to the infinite level, either with a
manual, artistic touch or full automation, is
what gives artists like you the ability to
craft the newest trends and familiar
favorites your customers are thirsting for.
Add to that quality that's second to none,
and Deutsche provides you an environment
to shine confidently. Welcome to the world
of Deutsche Beverage Technology.
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THE DEUTSCHE DIFFERENCE

We invite you to experience the Deutsche
difference. We all know that equipment
doesn't make the beer---that's where you
come in. But the ability to shape your
process to the infinite level, either with a
manual, artistic touch or full automation, is
what gives artists like you the ability to
craft the newest trends and familiar
favorites your customers are thirsting for.
Add to that quality that's second to none,
and Deutsche provides you an environment
to shine confidently. Welcome to the world
of Deutsche Beverage Technology.
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CIP CART

BREWHOUSE

+ Mobile unit for cleaning throughout your brewery

BE T H E BR EWER Y YOU KN OW YOU C AN BE .

+ Layout and tank designed to your exact specs for highest efficiencies and integration
+ First-class controls, with options from Basic Analog to Fully Auto on any size system

+ Dual vessel for chemical storage and recovery with built in heating
+ Additional functionality as independent trolley pump

+ Custom programming to monitor and/or automate any step in the brewing process
+ Touch screen interfaces for brewhouse and cellar control
+ Mobile integration and controls for off-site monitoring and in-brewery mobility
+ Blending automation for hitting mash-in/sparge flow quantity, rate, and temperature
+ Automatic knockout for achieving knockout temps on every batch
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COOLSHIPS
+ Revive old world brewing traditions with modern day
functionality and top quality stainless

+ Knock out heat exchanger sized for rapid cooling
+ Remote access available for technical support
+ Lauter/sparge flow control for easy transfer
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FERMENTATION & STORAGE VESSELS
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+ Available in sizes ranging from 3 BBL to 240+ BBL
+ Top quality fabrication for sanitary operation

HOP BACK
+ Multipurpose infuser for pellets, whole hops, fruit, and more
+ Mobile unit to incorporate in brewhouse or cellar
+ Tilting capabilities for dumping to promote safety and ease of use
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+ Fully customizable for building and brewer-specific functions

WA R R ANT Y

I NSTAL L ATI O N

FAB RICAT ION

PART NERSHIP

Every facet of your system is covered
under a comprehensive warranty
program that will keep your production
at full capacity and minimize downtime
for the duration of your production
lifetime.

We will be there when it comes time to
install your dream system. We provide a
detailed scope of work, working
hand-in-hand with you to develop a
technical game plan so we can stay
on-time and on-budget.

Every process for any technical industry
has a variety of nuances that Deutsche
Beverage must learn, adhere to, and
conform our equipment to. We take
pride in the knowledge that we can
develop custom solutions that improve
the efficiencies of existing production,
while streamlining operations in order
to fit the unique set of circumstances of
each client.

Working with Deutsche, you get more
than a product vendor, you get a true
partner invested in your success. We
eat, sleep, and, well, drink all things
brewing. You get a personal project
manager who will guide you through the
process. From planning and preparation
to pouring pints, we will be with you
through the entire process.

Our engineers and onsite project
management will prove to be your
development’s most dedicated and
reliable resource.

Our extensive network of installation
experts can handle any project no
matter the size or scope. From simple
warranty and repair work to major
buildouts and onsite fitting and process
equipment installation, we will have a
turnkey solution to meet your needs.

YOUR BEER
CAN BE BETTER.
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We’ll put as much time
into your brewery as
you put into your beer.
-Cameron Cane
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CRAFT
A BETTER
BREWERY.
CALL

704.900.6606

ONE

OF

OUR

NOW

BREWERY

TO

SYSTEM

3630 Tryclan Drive
Charlotte, Nc 28217
www.deutschebeverage.com
info@deutschebeverage.com

TALK

WITH

EXPERTS

.

